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For more information or to join us for the next session of our 
virtual training events, email us at contactcatto@catto.com  
 

No two companies are alike. Nonetheless, companies with 
excellent workplace safety records tend to have a few things 
in common. They don’t worry about regulatory fines or 
astronomical legal fees, for instance. They also tend to pay 
lower-than-average workers’ compensation insurance 
premiums. Where the similarities matter most, however, are 
not in what these companies have achieved, but how they’ve 
achieved it. An exceptional safety record doesn’t happen by 
accident. In almost all cases, it’s the result of strategic 
planning, a commitment to safety, and the right habits—a 
combination of actions and attitudes adopted by people up, 
down, and across the organization. In other words, wherever 
there are few or no incidents, there’s a strong safety culture. 
And like sustainable ecosystems or winning sports teams, all 
safety cultures share a few basic elements: 

1. Dedication to a Goal to Improve Employee Health and 
Safety 

Safe companies put their EHS initiatives in writing. They 
frequently start—as Schneider, Alcoa, and Bayer did—by 
setting a goal of zero workplace injuries. That goal may sound 
unrealistic, and merely establishing it doesn’t change 
anything, but it does provide a shape, a direction, and a set of 
key performance indicators for the hard work ahead. Safe 
companies aren’t deterred by the effort it may take to reduce 
incidents. And they know the only way to get there is to 
define what “there” looks like. 

2. Adherence to a Safety Policy Within the Company and Its 
Supply Chain 

Safe companies create EHS policies and stick to them. If a 
zero-injury goal is the “why,” policies are the “how.” Without 
them in place, there’s no way to consistently ensure and 
measure proper workplace behaviors. From injury prevention 
to accident reporting, from equipment checks to hazard 
communication, effective policies cover as many 
departments, job functions, scenarios, and variables as 
possible—and they’re followed by workers at every stage in 
the supply chain. 

3. Management Commitment for the Employee Health and 
Safety Team 

Safe companies know that words on paper alone don’t 
change behaviors. That’s why they frequently build EHS 
teams and designate specific roles                                                      
within those teams.  
 

Team members may include one or more safety managers, 
supervisors, officers, coordinators, advisors, and/or 
regulatory liaisons, as well as outside legal and risk 
management consultants. Whatever the team looks like—
however small or large—it’s only effective if it remains active 
and garners support from all levels of the organization. 

4. Formalized Health and Safety Training For all Employees 
including Executives and Key Employees 

Safe companies educate and empower their key personnel to 
become workforce safety leaders. That means everyone 
engages in the in-depth, ongoing EHS training they need to 
do their jobs (and make sure others do theirs) properly. In a 
strong safety culture, workers undergo training in overall EHS 
policies and procedures as well as any rules specific to their 
jobs, sites, and equipment. And when regulations, standards, 
and technologies change, the company institutes new 
training to keep workers 

5. Annual Evaluation of Safety Goals 
Finally, safe companies stand out for what they don’t do. 
They don’t leave EHS management up to a single individual it 
is a team concept. They are constantly reviewing their goals, 
their accidents and their claims information to ensure 
compliance, control risk, and monitor organizational 
performance. By harnessing Catto Risk Management Website 
(RMC)  any organization can minimize busywork, close gaps, 
eliminate uncertainty, and ultimately stimulate better EHS 
outcomes. Think of it as the backbone of an effective safety 
culture. 

As we alluded to earlier, it can take a lot of work to nurture a 
safety culture and keep it alive. You don’t have to change 
everything at once. Instead, focus on adopting just a few 
essential habits: setting safety goals, adhering to policies, 
supporting your safety team, training your key employees, 
and using a system to manage it all.  
 

 Why not start today? 

 We can help! 

 

           SEPTEMBER                                     TRAINING 
 

 9/9  …  Job Hazard/Site Analysis 

 9/16  …  Understanding Workplace Violence & Prevention 
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Communities across Texas are sharing $13.6 million in grant funding aimed at reducing and preventing motor  
vehicle crime in the state. The Texas Motor Vehicle Crime Prevention Authority (MVCPA) grants provide 
support for motor vehicle theft and fraud-related motor vehicle crime enforcement teams. These investigators 
identify trends, use specialized equipment, and maintain statewide coordination to combat crime. 

                         In Fiscal Year 2020, taskforces (236 officers) funded by MVCPA recovered 12,860 vehicles, cleared 19,258 motor vehicle theft cases, 
and arrested 3,592 people for motor vehicle theft. This year, 24 law enforcement agencies submitted applications for grant funding. Many of the 
applications are for multi-jurisdictional taskforces where agencies combine resources in the fight against motor vehicle related crime. 

◘  ◘  ◘   Grant Recipients   ◘  ◘  ◘ 
City of Austin: $411,300  •  City of Laredo: $756,565  •  City of Beaumont: $583,951  •  Lubbock County: $446,785  •  City of Brownsville: $1,020,922    

City of Mansfield: $331,342  •  Burnet County: $220,895  •  Montgomery County: $372,720  •  City of Corpus Christi: $429,518 
City of Paris: $117,857  •  City of Dallas: $797,339  •  City of Pasadena: $83,940  •  Dallas County: $544,454  •  Potter County: $399,494 

City of Eagle Pass: $138,059  •  City of San Antonio: $815,785  •  City of El Paso: $975,265  •  Smith County: $357,474  •  Galveston County: $518,201 
Tarrant County: $1,332,593  •  Harris County: $853,100  •  Travis County: $697,075  •  City of Houston: $1,251,130  •  Travis County: $697,075 

Individuals choose to engage in certain behaviors based on internal and external constraints. Internal constraints are values that people apply to 
themselves. External constraints include rules and consequences that are intended to shape behaviors. While rules should help guide behaviors, 
some people ignore the rules. However, for those who voluntarily choose the right behaviors, the rules are merely guidelines. 

Behaviors are shaped by both internal and external constraints. For example, a desire to prevent injury may cause you to wear a seatbelt and 
avoid using a cell phone while driving. Although external constraints (laws on these issues) may impact your choices, the desire to stay safe is an 
internal constraint or self-imposed behavior. You’d follow those behaviors even if there was no law on the issue.   

How Do We Get Employees Choosing To Follow Safety Rules. External constraints may be necessary, but rules are effective only if people 
follow them, and some employees might grudgingly comply under an attitude of, “We HAVE to do it this way.” 

Internal constraints are more effective because employees choose to follow safety rules. Employees make these choices when they see the 
benefits to THEMSELVES, not simply to avoid adverse consequences.  When conducting safety training make it personal.   In short, rules tell 
employees what choices to make, but internal constraints tell them why they should make those choices. When internal constraints drive 
behaviors, the rules are (in a sense) unnecessary because people would make the right choices anyway. 

Valuing Safety. When a company says that it values safety, the company strives to help everyone understand the value of safety. Employees 
should work safely because they recognize the benefits to the company as well as the benefits to themselves. The goal is to reach a point where 
rules serve as guidelines, and employees choose safe behaviors for the benefits, not to avoid consequences. 

Helping employees develop internal constraints may require imposing consequences, but consequences can be negative (like discipline for 
making the wrong choice) or positive (like a bonus or recognition for doing the right thing). Even discipline can be delivered in a way that helps 
build internal constraints, such as issuing reminders along the lines of “because it keeps you from getting injured.” Accidents may still happen but 
could provide an opportunity to evaluate whether an employee made the wrong choice and whether a different behavior could have changed 
the outcome. Accidents may constitute failures, but failures are also learning opportunities that can help demonstrate the “why” of developing 
internal constraints. It’s been said that expertise is nothing more than mastery of the basics. That concept applies to safety, where an emphasis 
on the basics is essential to preventing injuries. Focusing on the basics is particularly important for new hires, but also for employees returning 
to work following a shutdown. 

Five Simple Rules For A Zero Accident Culture. Nearly every aspect of 
safety falls under one of these rules: (1) employees are responsible for 
following safety rules and procedures, (2) never take shortcuts or work in 
unsafe conditions, (3) report all hazards, problems, injuries, and near misses, 
(4) if you don’t know the procedure, ask for help, and (5) everyone is 
responsible for preventing injuries. If everyone follows these rules, 
employees will always wear appropriate PPE, report any hazards, and make 
safety a priority. The goal is to help employees understand that their 
actions and choices impact their risk of injury. 

Accountability & Responsibility. Nearly every injury results from an unsafe 
condition, an unsafe employee behavior, or a combination of both. We 
should not blame employees for getting injured, however, even if a worker 
ignored a safety rule. There’s often something the employer could have 
done, like enforcing rules more diligently or providing additional training. 

In many ways, employers are responsible for both conditions and behaviors, 
having the authority to correct unsafe conditions and the ability to 
incentivize and reinforce safe behaviors.    

Employees can make an enormous contribution by reporting unsafe 
conditions and choosing to follow procedures. They can help identify and 
correct hazards so the employer doesn’t have to investigate injuries. When 
employees consistently follow the rules, they demonstrate a mastery of the 
basics that contributes to the overall safety record and moving towards the 
goal of a ZERO ACCIDENT CULTURE. 

 

John Deere Compact Utility Tractors 

Risk of Injury  
www.deere.com    

  
LG Energy Home Energy Storage Batteries 
Fire Hazard 
www.lgessbattery.com/us   
 
Marin, Rossignol Mountain Bicycles 
Fall and/or Crash Hazards 
www.marinbikes.com www.rossignol.com  
 
Intertex Blower Fans 
Fire Hazard 
www.b-air.com/VP33recall    
 

Amazon Rugs (various sellers) 
Fire Hazard 
www.cpsc.gov/Recalls  

 
dormakaba Delayed Egress Locks 
Risk of Entrapment in an Emergency 
www.dormakaba.us  

  

Dehumidifiers (various brands) 
Fire & Burn Hazards 
www.recallrtr.com/nwtdehumidifier  
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